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BUILDING 3 PHASE - 480Y FEED  [ 277V Phase-Ground, 480V Phase-Phase] 

4 wire
3P 480Y
+ Neutral

ZONE A: 480V/240 loads ZONE B: 120/ 240 loads
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Installation overview:

This is an overview of the site setup and not meant to be a detailed installation guide. Please refer to the individual installation 
guides for detailed instructions.

KEY POINTS: 
Neutral connection required

All equipment suitable for use on 80 - 305Vac Phase to Neutral voltages (480 3Y, 208 3Y, 240 1P, 120 1P)

DO NOT USE ON 480V Delta  or 480V corner grounded Delta phase legs that do not have a neutral

1. Mount the primary gateway (1) next to any 480V breaker/ fused switch box and connect all 4 wires (3 phases and 1 neutral 
using 14AWG NM cable) to the downstream side of the box.  Position this gateway so that either (a) an local area ethernet 
cable can be plugged in OR (b) the gateway can connect to the building WiFi OR (c) the gateway can connect via the cellular 
network .This gateway can monitor power line traffic on any of the three phases

2. NCx/IBx nodes/boards can connect to one of the phases on the 480Y bus as long as the phase to neutral voltage is less 
than 305VAC. These can control/monitor any of the large loads in Zone A .

3. For each transfomer in the building that has NCx controlled loads (or attached SCADA) on the downstream side  install an 
additional gateway (3) next to the transformer . 
    Use  one 4 wire, 14AWG NM cable to connect to all three (or two) 120V phases + neutral on the downstream side of the 
transformer (after the fused disconnect if avialable).    

4.  The SCADA terminal/kiosk can be installed anywhere on site. Connectivity depends on which connection option has been 
used for the primary and secondary gateways   (Ethernet/WIFI/Cellular)
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Reference: 
P = phase, N= neutral, P-P = phase to phase, P-N = phase to neutral 
Y = WYE connected transformer (with center neutral), D = delta (no center)
(All voltages are rms. )

3 phase P-N voltage   = P-P(v) / Tan(60) = P-P /  1.732
Peak V = Vrms * 1.414

Small industry, Large buildings US: 
Primary distribution: 3 phase 4 wire 480 Y  = 480V P-P, 277V P-N
Load - light industrial & motors: 3 phase 4 wire 208Y = 208V P-P, 120V P-N
Load - lighting : 1P, 277 OR 120V P-N

Residential US: 
Primary to Mains Panel: 1 phase 2 wire 240 P-P
Secondary: split phase 120V P-N (N derived using earth bar local to building)

208Y
 3 phase
4 Wire

480Y 
3 phase
4 Wire

PLAN SITE INSTALLATION OVERVIEW 
US Industrial & large buildings with 3P-408Y primary feed

All information contaned in this  document  is confidential and proprietary and cannot be 
used for manufacturing or disclosed to others without the writtten permission of Power Line 
Automation Networks, LLC.

REV: 
A

DWG #:

3401 Grays Ferry Ave
Pennovation Works B176

Philadelphia, PA 19146
Phone: 267-819-2816

Equipment requred per site:
1) One gateway (PLAN-DC2)
2) Additional gateways for every intermediate 
transfomer
3) Control Nodes (PLAN-NC1, PLS-NC2, PLS-NC3, 
PLS-NM7) as needed 

4 wire
3P 277V
1 Neutral

ANY 3P LOADS
(HVAC/Wtr HTR)
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